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Privatization in Latin America - Alberto Chong 2005-03-15
Privatization is under attack. Beginning in the 1980s, thousands of failing
state-owned enterprises worldwide have been turned over to the private
sector. But public opinion has turned against privatization. A large
political backlash has been brewing for some time, infused by
accusations of corruption, abuse of market power, and neglect of the
poor. What is the real record of privatization and are the criticisms
justified? 'Privatization in Latin America' evaluates the empirical
evidence on privatization in a region that has witnessed an extensive
decline in the state's share of production over the past 20 years. The
book is a compilation of recent studies that provide a comprehensive
analysis of the record of and accusations against privatization, with
important recommendations for the future. Seven countries are
investigated: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and
Peru. This book will be vital to anyone interested in the privatization
debate but especially to those involved in civil service reform, corporate
governance, economic policy, finance, and anticorruption efforts.
'Privatization is important but controversial. While economists typically
favor it, others are skeptical. This book provides strong scientific
evidence that privatization has been beneficial for many Latin American
countries, although some privatizations failed and some groups in society
lost out. As usual, the devil is in the details: how privatization is carried
out and what reforms accompany it are crucial to its success. The book is
definitely an invaluable contribution to the privatization debate.' --Oliver
Hart, Andrew E. Furer Professor of Economics, Harvard University
The Keys of the Kingdom - A J Cronin 2016-02-01
The Keys of the Kingdom is the unforgettable story of the Reverend
Francis Chisholm and his fight against the snares of the world he has
given up . . . his forbidden attraction to women . . . his struggle with his
superiors... One of Cronin’s most famous characters, he strives for
humility and strength to follow the path he sees as the true one for
himself and the Church. From the pen of the author of The Citadel,
Hatter’s Castle, The Stars Look Down, Shannon’s Way and The Spanish
Gardener comes this compelling tale of an ordinary man of the people.
Space–Time Design of the Public City - Dietrich Henckel 2013-07-01
Time has become an increasingly important topic in urban studies and
urban planning. The spatial-temporal interplay is not only of relevance
for the theory of urban development and urban politics, but also for
urban planning and governance. The space-time approach focuses on the
human being with its various habits and routines in the city.
Understanding and taking those habits into account in urban planning
and public policies offers a new way to improve the quality of life in our
cities. Adapting the supply and accessibility of public spaces and services
to the inhabitants’ space-time needs calls for an integrated approach to
the physical design of urban space and to the organization of cities. In
the last two decades the body of practical and theoretical work on urban
space-time topics has grown substantially. The book offers a state of the
art overview of the theoretical reasoning, the development of new
analytical tools, and practical experience of the space-time design of
public cities in major European countries. The contributions were written
by academics and practitioners from various fields exploring space-time
research and planning.
Information Systems for Knowledge Management - Inès Saad 2014-03-06
More and more organizations are becoming aware of the importance of
tacit and explicit knowledge owned by their members which corresponds
to their experience and accumulated knowledge about the firm activities.
However, considering the large amount of knowledge created and used
in the organization, especially with the evolution of information and
communications technologies, the firm must first determine the specific
knowledge on which it is necessary to focus. Creating activities to
enhance identification, preservation, and use of this knowledge is a
powerful mean to improve the level of economical performance of the
organization. Thus, companies invest on knowledge management

The Technology, Media and Telecommunications Review - John P.
Janka 2019
Community Penalties - Anthony Bottoms 2013-01-11
Community penalties are punishments that, in the courts' sentencing
tariff, come between imprisonment and fines. They include electronic
tagging, supervised unpaid work, and compulsory participation by
offenders in treatment programmes. Recent years have seen many
changes in England in the field of community penalties. These have
included the rapid development of accredited offending behaviour
programmes, and some new court orders such as the Referral Order for
juveniles, based on the principles of restorative justice. Organisationally,
too, the year 2001 sees a major change with the establishment of the
National Probation Service for England and Wales. Community Penalties:
change and challenges addresses the key issues facing community
penalties at this critical time. Topics covered include the recent history
of community penalties, partnership work, cognitive behavioural
approaches to changing offenders' behaviour (and the need to look
beyond these), compliance theory, accountability to the public and to the
victim, accommodating difference and diversity in the delivery of
community penalties, the use of technology in community penalties, and
community penalties and issues of public safety. Community Penalties:
change and challenges brings together many leading authors in this
field. Together, they provide an authoritative review of a vital field of
public policy.
The Culture Factory - Walter Santagata 2010-08-25
“Where are your factories that produce culture? Where are your
painters, your composers, your architects, your writers, your
filmmakers?” The book opens with Leonardo da Vinci and Qin Shi Huang
asking embarrassed contemporary policy makers these questions. The
first part of the book is therefore devoted to elaborating a model for
producing culture. The model takes into account both the role played by
creativity in the production of culture in a technologically advanced
knowledge society. The second part of the book examines a selection of
strategic sectors: fashion, material culture districts, gastronomy, creative
industries, entertainment, contemporary art, museums. Special attention
is paid to the role collective intellectual property rights play in increasing
the quality of culture-based goods and services. In the conclusion policy
makers in both developed and developing countries are urged to adopt
policies that can foster creativity and promote culture.
Fluid Concepts and Creative Analogies - Douglas R. Hofstadter 1998
Hosftadter and his colleagues at The Fluid Analogies Research Group
have developed computer models that help describe and explain human
discovery, creation and analogical thought. The key issue of perception is
investigated through the exploration of playful anagrams, number
puzzles, word play and fanciful alphabetical styles, and the result is a
survey of cognitive processes. This text presents the results.
Putin's Russia: Really Back? - Aldo Ferrari 2016-10-28
Attempts by Washington and Brussels to push Russia to the fringes of
global politics because of the Ukrainian crisis seem to have failed.
Thanks to its important role in mediating the Iranian nuclear agreement,
and to its unexpected military intervention in Syria, Moscow proved once
again to be a key player in international politics. However, Russia’s
recovered assertiveness may represents a challenge to the uncertain
leadership of the West. This report aims to gauging Russia’s current role
in the light of recent developments on the international stage. The
overall Russian foreign policy strategy is examined by taking into
account its most important issues: Ukraine and the relationship with the
West; the Middle East (intervention in Syria, and ongoing relations with
Turkey, Iran and Saudi Arabia); the development of the Eurasian
Economic Union; the Russian pivot towards Asia, and China in particular.
The volume also analyzes if and to what extent Moscow can fulfill its
ambitions in a context of falling oil prices and international sanctions.
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programs, in order to develop a knowledge sharing and collaboration
culture, to amplify individual and organizational learning, to make easier
accessing and transferring knowledge, and to insure knowledge
preservation. Several researches can be considered to develop
knowledge management programs supported by information and
knowledge systems, according to their context, their culture and the
stakeholders' viewpoints.
Qui touring - 2010-05
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Michele De Lucchi. Dopotolomeo. Ediz. inglese - Silvia Suardi 2002
The first important monograph devoted to this grand master of Italian
contemporary interior design: creator of numerous design furnishings.
This volume presents a vast panorama of architectural and design
projects created from 1986 onwards. 1986 is a turning point in Michele
De Lucchi's career for it represents the year of the creation of his famous
Tolomeo lamp, the most extensively sold lamp in the world. It has been
designed to come in various forms: a desk lamp, a floor lamp or a ceiling
lamp. The book DopoTolomeo (After Tolomeo) shows how the creation of
this lamp divided De Lucchi's work into a before and after. This highly
illustrated volume collects, for the first time, all the design projects from
1986 onwards including vases, lamps, and interiors for the Italian Postal
Services to Architectural projects in Japan, and personal notes and
sketches. Michele De Lucchi has designed products for Artemide, Dada
Cucine, Kartell, Matsushita, Mauser, Poltrona Frau, and Olivetti, for
whom he has been Head of Design since 1992. He has designed buildings
for offices and museums, built in Japan, Germany and Italy.
A History of Literary Criticism in the Renaissance - Joel Elias Spingarn
1899
An essay examining the history of literary criticism in the Renaissance,
with a focus on the sixteenth century. Divided into three sections devoted
to: Italian criticism from Dante to Tasso, French criticism from Du Bellay
to Boileau, and English criticism from Ascham to Milton.
Fastweb 1999-2009. Storia di una impresa innovativa - Valerio
Castronovo 2009

La Grande Italia - Emilio Gentile 2009
La Grande Italia traces the history of the myth of the nation in Italy along
the curve of its rise and fall throughout the twentieth century. Starting
with the festivities for the fiftieth anniversary of the unification of Italy in
1911 and ending with the centennial celebrations of 1961, Emilio Gentile
describes a dense sequence of events: from victorious Italian
participation in World War I through the rise and triumph of Fascism to
Italy's transition to a republic. Gentile's definition of “Italians”
encompasses the whole range of political, cultural, and social actors:
Liberals and Catholics, Monarchists and Republicans, Fascists and
Socialists. La Grande Italia presents a sweeping study of the
development of Italian national identity in all its incarnations throughout
the twentieth century. This important contribution to the study of
modern Italian nationalism and the ambition to achieve a “great Italy”
between the unification of Italy and the advent of the Italian Republic
will appeal to anyone interested in modern European history, Fascism,
and nationalism. Best Books for Special Interests, selected by the
American Association of School Librarians, and Best Books for Regional
General Interests, selected by the Public Library Association
The Electronic Communications Code - Great Britain: Law Commission
2013-02-28
In this report The Electronic Communications Code the Law Commission
makes recommendations to form the basis of a revised Electronic
Communications Code, which was originally enacted in 1984 to regulate
landline telephone provision. It sets out the regime that governs the
rights of designated electronic communications operators to maintain
infrastructure on public and private land. In modern times, it applies to
the infrastructure forming networks which support broadband, mobile
internet and telephone, cable television and landlines. The current Code
has been criticized by courts and the people who work with it as out of
date, unclear and inconsistent with other legislation. This project focuses
on private property rights between landowners and electronic
communications providers, it does not consider planning. The aims of the
reforms are: to provide a clearer definition of the market value that
landowners can charge for the us
The Smarter Working Manifesto - Guy Clapperton 2014-02-18
Are you interested in smarter working? Do you or your workforce carry
out tasks away from the office - and do you have the managerial and
technical know-how to get the best from them? In The Smarter Working
Manifesto, Philip Vanhoutte and Guy Clapperton talk to the experts, the
practitioners, the managers, the academics, and recommend best
practices for making more money out of a happier workforce. People can
be in charge of their own workplace, they can work to their own
timetable and their company can benefit. Read this book to find out: Why
we work where we do - and why it's changing How to evaluate and
improve your workplace How to get the most out of a remote workforce
How to build a virtual team How to make your organization more
profitable and smarter The authors have drawn on experience
internationally to create the definitive work on how to build the best
workplace, both on and off your premises, for the 21st century.
www.smarterworkingmanifesto.com
Employee Share Ownership and Profit-sharing in the European
Union - Andrew Pendleton 2001
Participation by employees in the financial results of their companies has
grown in importance across the European Union since the 1990s. This
report investigates the scope and characteristics of employee share
ownership and profit-sharing schemes in 14 EU Member States. It
follows on from the joint publication, by the European Commission and
the Foundation, of a comparative overview of the nature and extent of
financial participation in the EU. Based on survey data from the
Cranfield School of Management, it examines the structural, HR
management and participation features of business organisations having
one or both types of scheme. The report represents the most
comprehensive inquiry to date of the incentives and benefits behind
financial participation schemes.
The Italian Language Today - Anna Laura Lepschy 2013-11-05
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European Competition Law Annual 2001 - Claus-Dieter Ehlermann
2003-07
Recoge: 1. Substantive remedies - 2. Procesural issues - 3. Arbitration
courts - 4. Criminal sanctions.
Business Model You - Timothy Clark 2012-03-12
A one-page tool to reinvent yourself and your career The global
bestseller Business Model Generationintroduced a unique visual way to
summarize and creativelybrainstorm any business or product idea on a
single sheet of paper.Business Model You uses the same powerful onepage tool toteach readers how to draw "personal business models,"
which revealnew ways their skills can be adapted to the changing needs
of themarketplace to reveal new, more satisfying, career and
lifepossibilities. Produced by the same team that created BusinessModel
Generation, this book is based on the Business ModelCanvas
methodology, which has quickly emerged as the world'sleading business
model description and innovation technique. This book shows readers
how to: Understand business model thinking and diagram their
currentpersonal business model Understand the value of their skills in
the marketplace anddefine their purpose Articulate a vision for change
Create a new personal business model harmonized with thatvision, and
most important, test and implement the new model When you implement
the one-page tool from Business ModelYou, you create a game-changing
business model for your lifeand career.
Leonardo - Antonio Forcellino 2018-04-27
A visionary scientist, a supreme painter, a man of eccentricity and
ambition: Leonardo da Vinci had many lives. Born from a fleeting affair
between a country girl and a young notary, Leonardo was never
legitimized by his father and received no formal education. While this
freedom from the routine of rigid and codified learning may have served
to stimulate his natural creativity, it also caused many years of suffering
and an insatiable need to prove his own worth. It was a striving for glory
and an obsessive thirst for knowledge that prompted Leonardo to seek
the protection and favour of the most powerful figures of his day, from
Lorenzo de’ Medici to Ludovico Sforza, from the French governors of
Milan to the pope in Rome, where he could vie for renown with
Michelangelo and Raphael. In this revelatory account, Antonio Forcellino
draws on his expertise – both as historian and as restorer of some of the
world’s greatest works of art – to give us a more detailed view of
Leonardo than ever before. Through careful analyses of his paintings and
compositional technique, down to the very materials used, Forcellino
offers fresh insights into Leonardo’s artistic and intellectual
development. He spans the great breadth of Leonardo’s genius,
discussing his contributions to mechanics, optics, anatomy, geology and
metallurgy, as well as providing acute psychological observations about
the political dynamics and social contexts in which Leonardo worked.
Forcellino sheds new light on a life all too often overshadowed and
obscured by myth, providing us with a fresh perspective on the
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personality and motivations of one of the greatest geniuses of Western
culture.
Schneier on Security - Bruce Schneier 2009-03-16
Presenting invaluable advice from the world?s most famous computer
security expert, this intensely readable collection features some of the
most insightful and informative coverage of the strengths and
weaknesses of computer security and the price people pay -- figuratively
and literally -- when security fails. Discussing the issues surrounding
things such as airplanes, passports, voting machines, ID cards, cameras,
passwords, Internet banking, sporting events, computers, and castles,
this book is a must-read for anyone who values security at any level -business, technical, or personal.
Corporate Investment Banking -

Stefan Palan 2007-08
Thesis (M.A.) from the year 2004 in the subject Business economics Investment and Finance, grade: 1 (A), University of Graz (Institute f r
Industrial Economics), 99 entries in the bibliography, language: English,
abstract: This Master Thesis gives an overview of the research into the
efficient market hypothesis from its first days in the 1950s to the
present. The discussion of theoretical models and concepts is being
complemented by a review of relevant empirical evidence from
international capital markets. The thesis is completed by a brief outlook
on newer research venues, including models employing behavioural
finance approaches.
Comparative Reading - John Downing 1973
This Is It - Michael (COP) Jackson 2010-01-01
Michael Jackson's This Is It offered fans a rare, behind-the-scenes look at
the performer as he developed, created, and rehearsed for sold-out
concerts that would have taken place in the summer of 2009. This easy
piano sheet of Jackson's final single includes lyrics and chord symbols.
Making Strategy Work - Lawrence G. Hrebiniak 2005-01-05
Without effective execution, no business strategy can succeed.
Unfortunately, most managers know far more about developing strategy
than about executing it -- and overcoming the difficult political and
organizational obstacles that stand in their way. In this book, leading
consultant and Wharton professor Lawrence Hrebiniak offers the first
comprehensive, disciplined process model for making strategy work in
the real world. Drawing on his unsurpassed experience, Hrebiniak shows
why execution is even more important than many senior executives
realize, and sheds powerful new light on why businesses fail to deliver on
even their most promising strategies. Next, he offers a systematic
roadmap for execution that encompasses every key success factor:
organizational structure, coordination, information sharing, incentives,
controls, change management, culture, and the role of power and
influence in your business. Making Strategy Work concludes with a startto-finish case study showing how to use Hrebeniak's ideas to address one
of today's most difficult business execution challenges: ensuring the
success of a merger or acquisition.
Twentieth Century Accounting Thinkers (RLE Accounting) - J. R.
Edwards 2014-02-05
When originally published in 1994 this volume was the first international
review of accounting theory to focus on the contributions of its leading
thinkers. Very few attempts had been made, in the accounting literature,
to assess the contribution of the theorists who have had such an
important influence on the direction of research and practice. Written by
experts the studies in this volume provide a unique guide to the
development of accounting theory and practice in regions as diverse as
the USA, Japan and Europe.
Charles Broley - Jonathan M. Gerrard 1983

Young Citizens and New Media - Peter Dahlgren 2013-10-11
This book integrates four distinct topics: young people, citizenship, new
media, and learning processes. When taken together, these four topics
merge to define an arena of social and research attention that has
become compelling in recent years. The general international concern
expressed of declining democratic engagement and the role of
citizenship today becomes all the more acute when it turns to younger
people. At the same time, there is growing attention being paid to the
potential of new media – especially internet and mobile telephony – to
play a role in facilitating newer forms of political participation. It is clear
that many of the present manifestations of ‘new politics’ in the extra
parliamentarian domain, not only make sophisticated use of such media,
but are indeed highly dependent on them. With an impressive array of
contributors, this book will appeal to those interested in a number of
spheres, including media and cultural studies, political science,
pedagogy, and sociology.
Community Media in the Information Age - Nicholas W. Jankowski 2002
Small-scale electronic media (local radio and television stations) have
experienced much turbulence and change in the 1990s. In western
Europe, local and regional stations have achieved legitimation in national
media policies; in central and eastern Europe, stations have been
emerging at an explosive rate; and elsewhere in the world, developments
have been no less substantial. These changes, taken as a whole, signal
substantial albeit diverse forms of engagement and utilization of smallscale electronic media. These developments have been recorded in only a
handful of academic studies. No scholarly consideration of these media
developments has appeared, despite the range of development and
widespread acknowledgement of their place in the media landscape. This
volume is intended to fill this void through an integrated series of
contributions emphasizing theoretical perspectives, empirical research
findings and developments regarding policy and practice. It reflects the
state of scholarly work in this niche of the media landscape and charts
areas for further investigations.
The Review of Reviews - 1895

The Wonderful Century - Alfred Russel Wallace 1899
What Happens at Night - Peter Cameron 2022-09
'Like a Kafka story and a Wes Anderson movie combined.' - Literary Hub
The Globalization Backlash - Colin Crouch 2018-12-06
Globalization, heralded for decades as a harbinger of prosperity, faces a
huge backlash. Derided by right-wing nationalists as a ‘globalist’ plot to
undermine traditional communities, and by left-wing critics as the rule of
rampaging corporations, it’s become a political punching bag around the
world. In this incisive book, leading commentator Colin Crouch defends
globalization against its critics to the right and left. He argues that
reversing the process would mean a poorer world riven by nationalistic
and reactionary antagonisms. However, globalization will only be worth
saving if we institute reforms to promote social solidarity and recover
pride and confidence for the cities and regions that have lost out. Crouch
shows that we can therefore only save globalization from itself if we
transcend the nation state and subject global economic flows to
democratically responsible transnational governance. Crouch provides a
much-needed riposte to the delusions that risk plunging the world back
into a zero-sum game of regressive economic nationalism, combining
cool-headed analysis with a visionary call for a reformed and genuinely
progressive globalization.
Emerging Banking Systems - Paola Bongini 2009-01-30
initially, was centrifugal, driving investments away from the most
developed financial markets. Against such a scenario, the authors
provide an in-depth analysis of emerging banking systems." --Book
Jacket.
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Politics as Religion - Emilio Gentile 2020-09-01
Emilio Gentile, an internationally renowned authority on fascism and
totalitarianism, argues that politics over the past two centuries has often
taken on the features of religion, claiming as its own the prerogative of
defining the fundamental purpose and meaning of human life. Secular
political entities such as the nation, the state, race, class, and the party
became the focus of myths, rituals, and commandments and gradually
became objects of faith, loyalty, and reverence. Gentile examines this
"sacralization of politics," as he defines it, both historically and
theoretically, seeking to identify the different ways in which political
regimes as diverse as fascism, communism, and liberal democracy have
ultimately depended, like religions, on faith, myths, rites, and symbols.
Gentile maintains that the sacralization of politics as a modern
phenomenon is distinct from the politicization of religion that has arisen
from militant religious fundamentalism. Sacralized politics may be
democratic, in the form of a civil religion, or it may be totalitarian, in the
form of a political religion. Using this conceptual distinction, and moving
from America to Europe, and from Africa to Asia, Gentile presents a
unique comparative history of civil and political religions from the
American and French Revolutions, through nationalism and socialism,
democracy and totalitarianism, fascism and communism, up to the
present day. It is also a fascinating book for understanding the
sacralization of politics after 9/11.
The Psychology of Pandemics - Steven Taylor 2020-07
Pandemics are large-scale epidemics that spread throughout the world.
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Measuring Innovation is a major step towards evidence-based innovation
policy making. It complements traditional “positioning”-type indicators
with ones that show how innovation is, or could be, linked to policy.
Big Data - Min Chen 2014-05-05
This Springer Brief provides a comprehensive overview of the
background and recent developments of big data. The value chain of big
data is divided into four phases: data generation, data acquisition, data
storage and data analysis. For each phase, the book introduces the
general background, discusses technical challenges and reviews the
latest advances. Technologies under discussion include cloud computing,
Internet of Things, data centers, Hadoop and more. The authors also
explore several representative applications of big data such as enterprise
management, online social networks, healthcare and medical
applications, collective intelligence and smart grids. This book concludes
with a thoughtful discussion of possible research directions and
development trends in the field. Big Data: Related Technologies,
Challenges and Future Prospects is a concise yet thorough examination
of this exciting area. It is designed for researchers and professionals
interested in big data or related research. Advanced-level students in
computer science and electrical engineering will also find this book
useful.

Virologists predict that the next pandemic could occur in the coming
years, probably from some form of influenza, with potentially devastating
consequences. Vaccinations, if available, and behavioral methods are
vital for stemming the spread of infection. However, remarkably little
attention has been devoted to the psychological factors that influence the
spread of pandemic infection and the associated emotional distress and
social disruption. Psychological factors are important for many reasons.
They play a role in nonadherence to vaccination and hygiene programs,
and play an important role in how people cope with the threat of
infection and associated losses. Psychological factors are important for
understanding and managing societal problems associated with
pandemics, such as the spreading of excessive fear, stigmatization, and
xenophobia that occur when people are threatened with infection. This
book offers the first comprehensive analysis of the psychology of
pandemics. It describes the psychological reactions to pandemics,
including maladaptive behaviors, emotions, and defensive reactions, and
reviews the psychological vulnerability factors that contribute to the
spreading of disease and distress. It also considers empirically supported
methods for addressing these problems, and outlines the implications for
public health planning.
Measuring Innovation A New Perspective - OECD 2010-05-25
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